Dear Students,

Columbia Residential will consider requests for up to $500 in funding for students who wish to move out of housing during the month of April. Residents who request emergency move-out assistance must complete the Emergency Move-out Assistance form and send supporting documentation for their request to residential@columbia.edu.

Students who choose this option may contract and schedule movers directly, and Residential will provide them access to the building and apartment, so students do not have to return to campus to complete a move-out. If a student uses an approved Columbia vendor to schedule their move, Columbia Residential can also pay the movers directly; if the cost of the move is above $500, the difference will be billed to the student’s account shortly after the move. Additionally, for students who move out by April 15, their move-out date will be adjusted to March 31, so they will get a credit back for the full months of April and May.

If students are interested in this option, they may review the Housing & COVID-19 FAQ for more information about applying for funding, contracting movers and scheduling a proxy move. Any questions can be directed to residential@columbia.edu.

Applications for emergency move-out assistance must be submitted by April 15 to be considered.

Unfortunately, Columbia Residential is not able to provide rent relief for students who wish to keep their Columbia units throughout the summer and beyond, but we hope that this funding opportunity can provide some relief during this difficult time. Please feel free to reach out to us with any questions or concerns.

Best regards,

Nathalie Neptune
Housing Specialist
Pronouns: She | Her | Hers
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212-854-9349 | n.neptune@columbia.edu
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